SUSTAINABLE ENERGY FOR ALL

Energy powers opportunity. It transforms lives, economies, & our planet.
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SUSTAINABLE
ENERGY FOR ALL: AN OvERvIEw
SE4All expert report details concrete ways to boost finance for sustainable energy
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to meet SE4All’s ambitious goal of sustainable energy for all by 2030, according to latest estimates.
Sustainable energy provides new opportunities for growth. It enables businesses to grow, generates jobs, and creates
new markets.
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and other basic conditions needed to set the stage for investment. Even in the developed
world, investors can encounter regulatory and policy challenges in financing sustainable energy.
Sustainable energy for all is an investment in our collective future.
The report by the Finance Committee of SE4All’s Advisory Board, ‘Scaling Up Finance for Sustainable
Energy Investments’, identifies four broad ‘investment themes’ where action could help drive increased
investment:
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Energy powers opportunity. It transforms lives, economies, & our planet.
“We know there is a diverse pool of investors wanting to finance sustainable energy projects across
the world, but in many countries needing this investment, enabling environments are weak,” said
Anita Marangoly George, Senior Director for Energy and Extractives for the World Bank Group.
“As a global community, we must work hard to support governments with their reform efforts so that
investors have the certainty they need. We can do this.”
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The SE4All Finance Committee’s report is a major contribution to the debate on financing the post-2015
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Sustainable energy for all is an investment in our collective future.

A PARTNERSHIP THAT DELIvERS RESULTS
The Sustainable Energy for All initiative is a multi-stakeholder partnership between governments, the private sector, and
civil society. Launched by the UN Secretary-General in 2011, it has three interlinked objectives to be achieved by 2030:

Background
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UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon and World Bank Group President Jim Yong Kim co-chair the SE4All
initiative, which addresses the crucial global challenge of addressing energy poverty while at the same
time mitigating climate change.
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For more information: www.se4all.org
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